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Covid Now Offers a Shielded Version of the Active Optical HDMI Cable
For Immediate Release

Covid, Inc. has announced a new addition to their already popular line of AOC cable products. The new Shielded Active Optical HDMI Cable offers many of the same benefits as the other Covid AOC cable products. These
include usage in longer distance applications and a plenum rating. What makes these AOC cables different
is they support HDMI 2.0. In addition they have an overall shielding and a durable metal connector shell. The
overall shield helps make the cable suitable for sensitive installations including some medical applications.
While AOC cables offer many benefits opposed to full copper cables, one potential downfall is most cannot be
used outside of point-to-point applications. With the introduction of this new shielded AOC cable, they now are
not bound by the point-to-point restriction and can be used in a variety of applications. This will of course, all
depend on resolution and the source/display devices being used. If there is any multi-point application problems, Covid recommends purchasing their active pigtail product with your AOC cable. This HDMI pigtail offers
an easy solution when using multi-point applications with any Covid AOC cable products.
The Shielded AOC HDMI cable is offered in lengths up to 150ft. It is light weight, flexible and easy to install.
Additionally, this cable can prove to be more cost effective in comparison to other similar AOC type cables. To
learn more about these or other Covid products visit www.covid.com or call 800.638.6104.

About Covid
Covid has been manufacturing innovative audio visual connectivity solutions for more than 35 years. Products span the
categories of bulk cable, cable assemblies, connectors, custom wall plates & panels plus many other A/V accessories.
Superior product lines and outstanding customer service have made Covid a leader in the A/V industry. Since 1982
Covid’s priority has been to supply industry-leading products at competitive prices. Moving forward, the priority remains
the same.
Over the past thirty years, experience has taught us to put the customer first. When a customer orders from Covid they
know they will get the quality products they need, delivered on time and at a fair price.
Covid’s main headquarters is located in Tempe, Arizona and works with many well known A/V dealers, distributors and
representative firms throughout the U.S. In addition to serving the U.S. market, Covid products are sold in over 15 different foreign countries and carried by distributors in Canada, the Middle East and throughout Europe. Markets that rely on
Covid products include education, bio-med, corporate, government, and houses of worship. You will find a variety of Covid
products in courtrooms, auditoriums, lecture halls, board rooms, patient rooms and many high profile government and
military installations.

